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Abstract:  
Blockchain technology has the potential to revolutionize various industries by providing a 
secure and decentralized way of storing and verifying data. However, measuring the 
performance and scalability of Blockchain systems are often limited and required a simulator. 
In this paper, we propose the use of genetic algorithms for optimizing Blockchain simulator. 
Blockchain simulator, such as BlockSim, demonstrate the effectiveness of a series of 
experiments on different situations. Hence, an optimization algorithm is required. Our results 
show that Genetic algorithm can significantly optimize the performance and scalability of 
Blockchain systems.  
Keywords: Blockchain, Genetic Algorithm, Optimization, Fitness Function, BlockSim.  
  

 Introduction:  
Blockchain technology has gained significant attention in recent years due to its potential to 
revolutionize various industries, including supply chain management, cloud computing, 
wireless sensor networks, and the Internet of Things (1). However, measuring the performance 
of Blockchain systems remains a challenge due to the complexity of the technology and 
excessively variables involved (2). One solution to overcome this issue is to use a simulator. 
BlockSim is a widely used simulator for modelling and analysing Blockchain systems in 
various fields, including manufacturing, logistics, and supply chain management (3).  
Optimizing the performance and effectiveness of Blockchain simulator is a critical challenge, 
given the often limited resources and constraints that exist in real-world systems. This can 
involve optimizing the scheduling of operations, the use of resources, and the overall 
performance of the system, among other aspects. Genetic algorithms are a powerful 
optimization technique that can be applied to a wide range of problems, including those 
encountered in Blockchain systems (4). Based on the principles of natural selection and 
evolution, genetic algorithms use a population of potential solutions (called chromosomes or 
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genomes) that are iteratively improved through the application of genetic operators such as 
crossover, mutation, and selection (5). By exploring a large search space and adapting to 
changing conditions, genetic algorithms can find good solutions to problems that may be 
difficult to solve using other methods (1). In recent years, genetic algorithms have been applied 
to various optimization problems in Blockchain systems and other simulation systems, with 
promising results (6–8).   

In this paper, we examine the use of genetic algorithms for optimizing various aspects of 
BlockSim. First, we present a general framework for applying genetic algorithms to BlockSim 
optimization. Then we describe several specific approaches that can be used in different 
scenarios. We also discuss the challenges and limitations of using genetic algorithms for 
BlockSim optimization and suggest directions for future research. Our results demonstrate the 
effectiveness and efficiency of using genetic algorithms for optimizing BlockSim, and 
highlight the potential benefits of this approach for a wide range of applications.  
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we provide a review 
of the background researches on Blockchain simulator optimization (more specifically 
BlockSim) and genetic algorithms, including their characteristics and applications. Then, we 
present several examples of how genetic algorithms have been used to optimize BlockSim, 
including specific problems that were addressed, methods and approaches that were used, and 
results that were achieved. In results and analysis section, we present the findings of our 
optimization efforts and discuss the implications of our results. Finally, in conclusion, we 
summarize the main findings of the paper and suggest directions for future research.  

Related Works  
In this literature review, we explore the use of genetic algorithms as a tool for optimizing the 
performance of Blockchain systems. Several approaches had been done in this field. For 
example, (9) presents a method for optimizing Blockchain algorithms using genetic 
algorithms. This approach has the potential to improve the efficiency and scalability of 
Blockchain systems (10) focuses on optimizing Blockchain algorithms, specifically for use in 
the Internet of Things domain. The authors propose the use of EC-El Gamal encryption in 
conjunction with genetic algorithms to achieve a lightweight and scalable Blockchain 
solution.(11) presents a new problem formulation for optimizing the energy consumption of 
Blockchain-based systems using evolutionary algorithms. This work is relevant as energy 
consumption is a major concern in the operation of Blockchain systems.(12) proposes a 
mathematical method for optimizing hybrid consensus algorithms in Blockchain systems. The 
authors demonstrate the effectiveness of their method through its application in a Blockchain 
system. (2) uses particle swarm optimization to analyse the earnings forecast of Blockchain 
based financial products. This work is relevant as it shows the potential for using optimization 
techniques in the analysis and prediction of the performance of Blockchain-based financial 
products.  
All, of these papers demonstrate the potential for using optimization techniques, such as 
genetic algorithms and evolutionary algorithms, to improve the efficiency and scalability of 
Blockchain systems. They also highlight the importance of addressing issues such as energy 
consumption in the design and operation of Blockchain systems.  
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Blockchain System  
Blockchain systems are distributed ledger technologies that allow participants to reach 
consensus on the contents of the ledger without fully trusting each other. In recent years, there 
has been a surge of interest in Blockchain technology from academia, government, and 
industry. However, evaluating the design and implementation of different Blockchain systems 
can be challenging due to the lack of tools and resources. In this section, we will discuss some 
of the approaches that have been proposed to analyse and optimize the performance of 
Blockchain simulators and more specifically BlockSim.  

BlockSim Simulator 
BlockSim is a discrete-event simulator designed to evaluate the performance of different 
Blockchain implementations. It was proposed by (13) as a flexible and extensible framework 
for building simulation models of Blockchain systems. BlockSim allows users to rapidly 
model and simulate various Blockchain systems by extending the existing models. It has been 
applied to simulate both Bitcoin and Ethereum, allowing researchers to investigate the impact 
of different conditions and configurations on the performance of these systems.  
A. Scalability  
Scalability is a key challenge for Blockchain systems, as they must be able to handle an 
increasing number of transactions and users without sacrificing security or performance (14).   

There are several approaches that can be taken to improve scalability in Blockchain 
systems:  
• Sharding: This involves dividing the Blockchain into smaller pieces, or "shards," 

which can be processed in parallel. This can allow the system to handle more 
transactions simultaneously (15).  

• Off-chain transactions: Allowing some transactions to be completed off the 
Blockchain can help reduce the number of transactions that need to be processed 
on-chain, improving scalability (16).  

• Layer 2 solutions: These are protocols that build on top of existing Blockchains and 
allow for additional transactions to be processed outside of the main Blockchain. 
Examples include the Lightning Network for Bitcoin and Plasma for Ethereum (17).  

• Increasing block sizes: Allowing blocks to hold more transactions can increase the 
capacity of the Blockchain to handle more transactions (18).  

• Improved consensus algorithms: Some consensus algorithms, such as Proof of 
Stake, are more scalable than others, such as Proof of Work.  

• Optimizing code: As with any system, optimizing code and improving the 
efficiency of the Blockchain can help improve scalability.  

• Interoperability: Allowing different Blockchains to communicate and interoperate 
can help distribute the load across multiple systems, improving scalability (18).  

B. Network  
The network architecture and communication protocols used in a Blockchain system can 
significantly impact its performance. For example, the use of peer-to-peer networks and 
encryption can affect the delay in propagating blocks (13). Researchers have proposed various 
network-based approaches for improving the performance of Blockchain systems, such as the 
use of different topologies (19) and the optimization of communication protocols (20).  
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C-Parameters  
In the BlockSim simulator, there are several key parameters that can impact the performance 
of a Blockchain system. These parameters include the block interval, block size, block 
propagation delay, block reward, transaction modelling technique, transaction propagation 
delay, transaction fee, transaction size, and the number of nodes in the system. Additionally, 
the number of simulation runs  can also be configured. To study the impact of these parameters 
on the scalability and security of the Blockchain system researchers have used BlockSim to 
analyse the effects of different parameter settings on the performance of Blockchain systems 
.such as the decentralization of the Ethereum mining process in the simulation study of uncle 
blocks rewards (13). The block interval parameter determines the average time it takes to 
generate a new block, while the block size parameter specifies the size of each block in 
megabytes. The block delay parameter represents the propagation delay of blocks, and the 
block reward parameter determines the reward for generating a new block. The transaction 
modelling technique parameter controls the method used to model transactions, with options 
for full or light modelling. The transaction delay parameter specifies the propagation delay of 
transactions, while the transaction fee parameter determines the fee for each transaction. The 
transaction size parameter specifies the size of each transaction in megabytes. The number of 
nodes in the system parameter specifies the total number of nodes in the system, and the 
number of simulation runs parameter determines the number of simulation runs to be 
performed. By configuring these parameters, researchers can study the effects of different 
block and transaction characteristics on the performance of a Blockchain system.  

Optimization Techniques    
Optimization Techniques are a class of algorithms that aim to find the optimal solution to a 
problem by minimizing or maximizing a certain objective function. These algorithms are 
widely used in various fields such as computer science, engineering, and economics.  
Optimization Techniques can be classified into several categories based on the nature of the 
optimization problem. Some common categories include linear programming, nonlinear 
programming, integer programming, and combinatorial optimization. Each category has its 
own set of optimization algorithms that are suitable for solving problems within that category.  
Optimization algorithms can also be classified based on the way they search for the optimal 
solution. Some common search strategies include gradient descent, hill climbing, and 
simulated annealing. These algorithms start with an initial solution and iteratively improve it 
until the optimal solution is found.  

Genetic Algorithms   
Genetic algorithms are a class of optimization algorithms that are inspired by the principles of 
natural evolution. These algorithms are based on the idea of survival of the fittest and use the 
concept of selection, crossover, and mutation to search for the optimal solution.  
In a genetic algorithm, a population of solutions (also called chromosomes) is initialized 
randomly. Each solution is evaluated based on its fitness, which is a measure of how well it 
solves the optimization problem. The solutions with higher fitness are more likely to be 
selected for reproduction.  
In the reproduction stage, the solutions are combined through a process called crossover, which 
creates new solutions by combining the attributes of two parent solutions. The new solutions 
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are then subjected to a process called a mutation, which introduces random changes to the 
solutions.  
The process of selection, crossover, and mutation is repeated until the optimal solution is found 
or a certain number of iterations is reached. Genetic algorithms are useful for solving 
optimization problems that are too complex to be solved by traditional optimization 
algorithms.  
In Fig 1, the genetic algorithm is a heuristic optimization method that is inspired by the process 
of natural evolution. It begins by initializing a population of individuals, which represent 
potential solutions to the problem at hand. Each individual is evaluated using an evaluation 
function, which assigns a fitness score based on how well the individual solves the problem. 
The genetic algorithm then applies a set of genetic operators - selection, crossover, and 
mutation - to the current population to produce a new generation of individuals. This process 
is repeated until a stopping criterion is met, at which point the best individual found is returned 
as the solution. The genetic algorithm is known for its ability to search large solution spaces 
effectively, making it a popular choice for tackling complex optimization problems.  
  

  

Figure 1 Genetic algorithm 
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Figure 2 Flow chart of our optimization 

Pseudo-code of Genetic Algorithm described in the following (21):  
• Generate an initial population of individuals (chromosomes). These individuals 

represent potential solutions to the problem being solved.  

• Evaluate the fitness value of each chromosome in the population. The fitness value is 
a measure of how well the chromosome solves the problem.  

• Perform selection on the population. This involves selecting the fittest individuals from 
the population to serve as parents for the next generation.  

• Perform crossover and mutation operations on the parents to create offspring. 
Crossover involves combining the genetic material of the parents to create new 
chromosomes, while mutation involves making random changes to the genetic material 
of the chromosomes.  

• Perform a local search on the offspring. This involves making small, local changes to 
the offspring in an attempt to further improve their fitness.  

• Repeat steps above until the genetic algorithm has run for the desired number of 
iterations or the stopping criteria have been met.  

Select the best chromosome from the final population as a solution to the problem. This is the 
chromosome with the highest fitness value (21).  
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Methods   
GA is a potent optimization method that can be utilized in situations when the link between 
the objective function and the choice variables is too complex to be expressed as it is in the 
BlockSim optimization. The first step in the GA process is to define the objective function, 
which will evaluate the quality of each solution. The objective function calculated using either 
a look-up table or computer simulation. The goal is either to maximize or minimize the 
objective function.  
Once the objective function is defined, a group of encoded solutions is generated as an initial 
population. This population undergoes an iterative cycle of assessment and replication. During 
the evaluation step, every chromosome is assigned a fitness value according to how well it 
solves the objective function. This fitness value represents the chromosome's effectiveness in 
solving the problem.  
The three fundamental reproduction operators of selection, crossover, and mutation are then 
used to carry out reproduction. Each chromosome is created using a varied number of copies 
by the selection operator, with more copies going to the better solutions. To make new 
chromosomes, a crossover operator swaps gene segments between chromosomes. The 
chromosome's individual alleles are changed at random by the mutation operator.  
The evaluation and reproduction cycle repeats until the population reaches an optimal outcome 
or until other terminating requirements are met. The simulation is performed using mealpy 
Library (21) and the results show an increase in fitness cost over the number of generations. 
The successful application of GA in Blockchain systems tuning suggests that GAs are useful 
for balancing the profits of the BlockSim system.  
The genetic algorithm is especially helpful for issues when the connection between the fitness 
function and the choice factors is ambiguous or complex. Thus, the procedures necessary to 
optimize a GA for Blockchain can be summed up as follows:  
Representation of solutions: The problem is translated into a set of variables, called 
chromosomes, which represent potential solutions.  
Objective Function: For the purpose of assessing the fitness of each solution, an objective 
function is defined. Either maximization or minimization is the objective function's purpose, 
which transfers the variables to a scalar value.  
Initial Population: A starting population of coded solutions is produced at random or with the 
use of prior knowledge.  
Evaluation: According to the objective function, a fitness value is given to each chromosome.  
Reproduction: Applying reproduction operators like selection, crossover, and mutation to the 
previous generation results in the creation of the chromosomes of the new generation.  
Selection: During further operations, the selection operator makes various numbers of copies 
of each chromosome. More copies are given to better solutions, following the "survival of the 
best" rule.  
Crossover: In order to generate fresh results, the crossover operator switches individual genes 
between chromosomes. One-point crossover, multi-point crossover, and uniform crossover are 
only a few examples of the various crossover techniques that can be used.  
Mutation: The mutation operator has a very low probability of changing individual alleles at 
random sites on random chromosomes.  
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Termination: Up until the population reaches an ideal solution or until additional termination 
requirements are met, evaluation and reproduction are iterated.  
The successful application of GA in BlockChain optimization suggests its usefulness in 
balancing the profits of the BlockSim system. The simulation is performed using a GA 
package, such as mealpy Library, and the parameters of the GA with BlockSim can be adjusted 
based on the specific requirements of the problem. The fitness cost of the best population in 
each generation is recorded and plotted to understand the evolution of the population over 
time.  
  

Results and analysis  
The fundamental contribution of this study is the proposal of GA as an optimization technique 
for the Blockchian simulator (i.e. BlockSim) to investigate the inherent trade-offs in parameter 
difficulty modification. Four key characteristics that have a significant impact on how well the 
Blockchian performs are identified through simulations, along with their applicability to the 
GA optimization. The simulator difficulty adjustment mechanism will still function in addition 
to the suggested way. In actuality, it fulfils the same function, which is to control the benefit 
level at which a simulator is provided. In order to maximize the fitness function of BlockSim 
required to mine a block, the GA assists by selecting the optimum settings to utilize. To ensure 
consistency across all trials, the deterministic halting condition in the GA is set to the entire 
number of epoch (i.e., actual time) required to mine the blocks. If not, trials may yield different 
results and the state trade-off would not be preserved. Four parameters from BockSim 
simulator are taken into account; block interval, block size, block propagation delay, and block 
reward. A minimum and maximum value of each parameter are listed in table (1).  
Table (1) Selected parameters from BockSim simulator 

No. Parameter  Min. Max. 
1 Block interval 256 2048 

2 Block size 0.1 2.0 

3 Block propagation delay 0.5 16 
4 Block reward 0.2 3 

 
The block propagation latency and block reward might both be made as low as possible in this 
study. We used the multi-objective GA, because there are at least two optimization variables 
to take into account.  
A modified version of BlockSim (13), was used to run the simulations. The default values for 
the other parameters during the simulation are listed in table (2). 
Table (2) Simulation parameters for BockSim simulator 

No. Parameter  Description  Value  
1 Tdelay  Propagation delay of transactions in seconds 5.1 

2 Tn  Rate at which transactions can be created 10 
3 Tfee  Transaction fee 0.000062 
4 Nn Total number of nodes in the network 3 

5 Ttechnique Technique for modeling transactions Full/Light 

6 Tsize Transaction size in MB 0.000546 
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7 Bsize Block size in Megabyte (MB) 30.0 

8 Bdelay Propagation delay of blocks in seconds 0.42 
9 Breward Block generation reward 12.5 
10 Binterval Average time to generate a block in seconds 600 

11 hasTrans Enable/Disabled transactions True/False 
12 simTime Length of the simulation time 10000 

13 Runs Number of simulation runs 2 
 
The GA was configured to run continuously during the simulation in order to determine 
whether the fitness value for mining N blocks increased in comparison to the previous one. 
Each set of optimization variables was used to mine 10,000 blocks, and it provided an 
approximation of the mining state for each set.  
According to previous section, the following figure shows results of implementing GA for 
BlockSim simulator. As it can be seen, all curves had been done for 500 epoch. This required 
a lot of time (more than 7 days ) on a Laptop with Core i7 and RAM 8 GB. Nine different 
cases had been studied and analysed in this paper. Starting with crossover probability 80, 85, 
and 90%; three different mutation probability 2, 5, and 7% had been tested respectively.     
   
As shown in figure [3] (a,b and c) with C=80% and M=2,5,and 7 ; the fitness value become 
stable and constant after 140 Epoch with 104.9, 111.5 and 103.5 respectively . In the same 
way in figure [3] (d,e and f) with C=85% and M=2,5,and 7 ; the fitness value become stable 
and constant after 390 Epoch with 109.5, 107.7 and 100.8 respectively. While in figure [3] (g, 
h and I) with C=90% and M=2,5,and 7 ; the fitness value become stable and constant after 402 
epoch with 106.7, 116.8 and 101.9. This indicate that changing the parameters of GA (i.e 
Crossover and Mutation) does not affect the fitness values greatly while number of Epoch 
increase rapidly (i, e. execution time consuming).  
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Figure 3:  Implementing GA for BlockSim simulator with different crossover (c) and 
mutation (M) percent  

On the other hand, the optimized Blocksim parameters are listed in table (3) shown below.  
Table (3) Optimized parameters for BockSim simulator with GA 
N
o 

Crosso
ver 

Mutati
on 

Tsize (sec.) 
Bsize 
(Byte) 

Bdelay(s
ec.) 

Brewar
d ($) 

Fitness 
function 

1    80    2 
322.82270
073 

1.34105
189 

12.65671
376 

2.99876
566 

104.97562079
2664 

2    80    5 
1.7814505
0 

1.10569
741 

9.057366
87 

2.93491
957 

111.53460897
7934 

3    80    7 
1242.6770
578 

1.48529
22 

12.69206
444 

2.95711
455 

111.53460897
7934 

4    85    2 
1157.5571
7719 

1.93999
859 

6.992562
02 

2.95925
349 

109.50421265
7994 

5    85    5 
1.1302398
9 

1.58610
517 

3.897954
46 

2.99215
840 

107.71859149
3484 

6    85    7 
6.3261345
6 

4.78420
530 

2.036413
12 

2.96678
096 

109.50421265
7994 

7    90    2 
709.77158
233 

0.98332
712 

13.69460
935 

2.96508
865 

106.75200461
9434 

8    90    5 
4.4037148
3 

1.46687
983 

1.434107
58 

2.99729
735 

116.89887823
429 

9    90    7 
1.1119275
8 

2.50844
800 

1.201380
84 

2.99792
002 

101.93130400
6191 

Conclusions and future works  
In conclusion, genetic algorithms represent a powerful tool for optimizing the performance of 
Blockchain systems and offer promising opportunities for further research and development in 
this area. High powerful computer required for more investigation since this method is time 
consuming in general. On the other hand, more parameters effect in Blockchain system are 
possible to be optimized using GA if direct (or indirect) relation with profit is determined.  
Future research could focus on exploring the potential applications of genetic algorithms for 
optimizing other aspects of Blockchain systems, as well as addressing the challenges and 
limitations identified in the existing literature. It would also be valuable to investigate the 
scalability and robustness of genetic algorithm-based approaches for optimizing Blockchain 
systems and to explore their potential for integration with other optimization techniques.  
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